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We present a linear scaling method for the energy minimization step of semiempirical and
first-principles Hartree–Fock and Kohn–Sham calculations. It is based on the self-consistent
calculation of the optimum localized orbitals of any localization method of choice and on the use of
orbital-specific basis sets. The full set of localized orbitals of a large molecule is seen as an orbital
mosaic where each tessera is made of only a few of them. The orbital tesserae are computed out of
a set of embedded cluster pseudoeigenvalue coupled equations which are solved in a building-block
self-consistent fashion. In each iteration, the embedded cluster equations are solved independently
of each other and, as a result, the method is parallel at a high level of the calculation. In addition to
full system calculations, the method enables to perform simpler, much less demanding embedded
cluster calculations, where only a fraction of the localized molecular orbitals are variational while
the rest is frozen, taking advantage of the transferability of the localized orbitals of a given
localization method between similar molecules. Monitoring single point energy calculations of large
poly~ethylene oxide! molecules and three dimensional carbon monoxide clusters using an extended
Hu¨ckel Hamiltonian are presented. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1786911#I. INTRODUCTION
The development of linear scaling computational meth-
ods for electronic structure calculations in molecules and sol-
ids with a very large number of atoms ~i.e., methods whose
computational demands grow as the first power of the size of
the system! has been a very active and successful field in the
last decade.1,2 Linear scaling and low order scaling tech-
niques exist for the computation of the one-electron effective
Hamiltonian matrix in first-principles calculations ~with den-
sity functional theory and wave function based methods!,3–8
as well as for the energy minimization step,1,2,9–17 which is a
common step to first-principles and semiempirical calcula-
tions. In low order scaling energy minimization methods, the
traditional cubic scaling diagonalization of the matrix repre-
sentation of the effective one-electron Hamiltonian in a finite
basis set,18 which leads to the canonical orbitals, is substi-
tuted by different algorithms which, either solve directly for
the unique optimal density matrix,9–11,16,17 or for some sort
of arbitrary optimal localized orbitals.5,12,14,15 In parallel to
linear scaling electronic structure methods, a significant de-
velopment has also been made in embedding methods, which
focus the computational effort on local properties of a
system19,20 ~see Refs. 21 and 22 for recent reviews!.
In this paper, we present a method for the energy mini-
mization step which can be used in semiempirical and first-
principles Hartree–Fock and Kohn–Sham calculations. It is
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methods for the computation of the Hamiltonian matrix,
which are nowadays available for local exchange-correlation
potentials and Coulomb potentials,3–7 as well as for exact
exchange fields.8 The energy minimization method is based
on exploiting the self-consistent calculation of the optimum
localized orbitals of any localization method of choice and
the use of orbital-specific basis sets. The n occupied local-
ized orbitals of a very large molecule which correspond to a
chosen localization method ~e.g., the popular methods of
Boys,23 Edmiston-Ruedenberg,24 and Pipek-Mezey,25 or any
other available or newly developed localization method! can
be regarded as a mosaic of orbitals, where each of its com-
ponent tesserae contains only a few orbitals. In the present
method we define an orbital tessera as a subset of the occu-
pied localized orbitals ~of the method of choice! which are
localized in some region of real space and compute the lo-
calized orbitals of each tessera out of one specific pseudoe-
igenvalue equation to be solved in a basis set expansion ap-
proximation, using a basis set specific to the tessera, or
orbital-specific basis set. In other words, a set of building-
block embedded cluster pseudoeigenvalue coupled equa-
tions, one for each tessera, is solved in a self-consistent man-
ner. Doing so, the method becomes parallel ~the tesserae are
computed independently of each other in the self-consistent
procedure! and exhibits a linear-scaling dependence with the
size of the molecule. We call the present method Mosaico.
Early works on localized orbitals proposed the ideas of
computing them directly by a self-consistent procedure24,26
and computing one or several localized orbitals out of sepa-
rate eigenvalue equations starting with a set of qualitatively8 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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localized orbitals.27 These ideas have been used by several
authors to propose methods leading to some particular sets of
localized orbitals or to localized orbitals dependent on the
initial guess.12,28–31 We apply them to the computation of the
occupied localized orbitals of any localization method of
choice. Here, we do not pay attention to the computation of
virtual localized orbitals; methods for the determination of
virtual localized orbitals useful in wave function based cor-
relation methods have been used already in early works.28
The idea of using different basis sets for different regions of
the system is also present in early work,27 it has been used
and discussed by several authors,5,12,31,32 and is a common
procedure in embedded cluster and effective core potential
calculations.20,21
Besides its use as a linear scaling method in large mol-
ecules and solids, the Mosaico method can be used as an
embedded cluster method, where only a few localized orbit-
als of a large system are treated variationally while the rest is
taken from a calculation on a similar molecule and frozen,
with obvious computational advantages. This can be done
because the solutions of the building-block embedded cluster
coupled equations are the localized orbitals corresponding to
a given localization method of choice, which enables their
transferability between similar molecules.
In Sec. II we present the details of the Mosaico method.
We performed monitoring calculations on large poly~ethyl-
ene oxide! molecules and three-dimensional carbon monox-
ide clusters using an extended Hu¨ckel semiempirical Hamil-
tonian, which are presented in Sec. III. They are aimed at
showing the convergence of the parallel calculation to the
right solution, the convergence of the total energy with the
size of the orbital-specific basis sets towards the exact value,
the linear-scaling characteristics of the method, and the per-
formance of embedded cluster approximations.
II. METHOD
A. Basics of the method
Let us consider the Hartree–Fock equations in wave
function based ab initio methods,18,33,34 the Kohn–Sham
equations in density functional theory,35 or the effective
Hartree–Fock equations in semiempirical methods.36 The ca-
nonical form of the spin-restricted closed-shell version of
these equations can be written as
Fˆ wI can5wI can«I ~1!
with an appropriate choice of the one-electron Hamiltonian
Fˆ for each case, where wI can is a row vector of n occupied
molecular orbitals,
wI
can5~ uw1
can&,uw2
can&, . . . ,uwn
can&), ~2!
and «I is an n3n diagonal matrix of orbital energies. This
and what follows can be generalized to the spin-unrestricted
cases if the orbitals and the Hamiltonian in Eqs. ~1! and ~2!
are adequately substituted by the a and b choices;37 here we
will continue with the detailed description of the spin-
restricted closed-shell case for the sake of clarity. The virtual
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 14, 8 October 2004orbitals wI vir are also solutions of Eq. ~1!; in this paper, how-
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and, unless specified, we will refer only to different sets of
occupied orbitals from now on.
The Fock-Dirac one-electron density operator is defined
as
rˆ5wI
canwI
can†5(
i51
n
uw i
can&^w i
canu. ~3!
It is invariant under arbitrary unitary transformations of the
occupied orbitals,
wI
L5wI
can
canUI L, ~4!
rˆ5wI
canwI
can†5wI
LwI
L†
, ~5!
where we use the notation canUI L for the unitary matrix that
transforms canonical occupied orbitals onto localized orbit-
als of a given localization method, which we label L . Also, rˆ
is the projection operator of the occupied space,
rˆwI
can5wI
can
, rˆwI
L5wI
L
, rˆwI
vir50I . ~6!
The fact that wave function, one-electron density, total
energy, and Fock operator are invariant under unitary trans-
formations within the occupied space @Eq. ~4!# has been ex-
ploited to define localized orbitals, which are useful to facili-
tate large scale calculations and to bridge the gap between
extensive numerical calculations and qualitative chemical
thinking. A localization method, say L , can be defined by its
choice of canUI L. Very sound and popular localization meth-
ods are the methods of Boys,23 Edmiston-Ruedenberg,24 and
Pipek-Mezey,25 although others have been proposed. All of
the above can be used in first-principles methods; Pipek-
Mezey’s can also be applied in semiempirical methods. The
common procedure to compute localized orbitals is to com-
plete first a canonical calculation and, later, use the canonical
orbitals in an iterative optimization process converging to
canUI L. Gilbert26 has pointed out that any set of occupied
localized orbitals formally fulfills the eigenvalue equation of
an effective Fock ~or Kohn–Sham! Hamiltonian defined as
Fˆ L5Fˆ 2 rˆFˆ rˆ1 rˆLˆ rˆ ,
Fˆ LwI L5@Fˆ 2 rˆFˆ rˆ1 rˆLˆ rˆ #wI L5wI LlI , ~7!
where Lˆ is a Hermitean localization operator and lI is a di-
agonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues
of Fˆ L and of Lˆ ,
lI 5wI
L†Lˆ wI L. ~8!
Localization operators Lˆ corresponding to the above men-
tioned localization methods are, in general, not known and
Eq. ~7! has not been exploited to compute the localized or-
bitals via diagonalization of the matrix wI can† Lˆ wI can, to our
knowledge.
Equation ~7! has been discussed by several authors12,24,31
and it has been used as a basis for a building-block technique
based on a self-consistent series of embedded cluster
calculations.12 The iterative solution of the building-block
equations of Ref. 12, which contains arbitrary localization
6699Parallel linear scalingoperators, leads to localized orbitals dependent on the initial
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guess and on the iteration procedure. Although in principle
this is not detrimental for total energy calculations, it is an
undesirable property because it creates problems of transfer-
ability of localized orbitals between similar molecules.
Here, on the basis of the same ideas that in Ref. 12, we
present a new building-block and embedding method that,
starting from an arbitrary guess and a choice of a particular
localization method ~Boys’, Edmiston-Ruedenberg’s method,
Pipek-Mezey’s, or any other!, leads, in a controlled manner,
to the corresponding localized orbitals. We will call this
method Mosaico.
Let us suppose we set the goal of computing the n oc-
cupied localized orbitals corresponding to a localization
method L for the ground state of a molecule,
wI
L5~ uw1
L&,uw2
L&, . . . ,uwn
L&), ~9!
and related properties such as electron density and total en-
ergy. We see the whole set of localized orbitals as a mosaic
of orbitals, and define subsystem, fragment, cluster, or
tessera as a subset of these orbitals which are localized in
some region of real space. ~For example, in an organic acid
R-COOH we may define one of the subsystems or tesserae as
that made of nine orbitals localized in the spatial region close
to the COOH nuclei.! The terms subsystem, fragment, and
cluster have been used by many authors with different mean-
ings and we prefer to use the term tessera all over the paper
for the present definition of subsystem. In this way, the
whole mosaic of localized orbitals is made of N tesserae A ,
B , . . . , and the vector of localized orbitals can be rewritten as
wI
L5~wI A
L
,wI B
L
, . . . !, ~10!
where wI A
L is a row vector with the nA occupied orbitals of
tessera A ,
wI A
L5~ uwA1
L & ,uwA2
L &, . . . ,uwAnA
L &), ~11!
wI B
L a row vector with the nB orbitals of tessera B ,
wI B
L5~ uwB1
L & ,uwB2
L &, . . . ,uwBnB
L &), ~12!
and so on, with nA1nB1fl5n . The orbitals of a tessera
define a subspace of the occupied space whose density and
projection operator is
rˆA5wI A
LwI A
L†
. ~13!
The density operators of the tesserae fulfill
rˆArˆB5dABrˆA , ~14!
rˆ5 (
B51
N
rˆB , ~15!
rˆrˆA5 rˆArˆ5 rˆA , ~16!
where the sum in Eq. ~15! extends over all the N tesserae of
the system.
In the Mosaico method we seek to compute the localized
orbitals of each tessera out of its own eigenvalue equation:
Tessera A: Fˆ LwL5@Fˆ 2 rˆFˆ rˆ1 rˆLˆ Arˆ #wL5wLlI A ,
6700 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 14, 8 October 2004A I A I A I A
~17!
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LwI B
L5@Fˆ 2 rˆFˆ rˆ1 rˆLˆ Brˆ #wI B
L5wI B
LlI B ,
~18!
fl
(lI A , lI B , . . . , being diagonal matrices of size nA3nA , nB
3nB , . . . ,) under the conditions of Eqs. ~13!–~16!. These
conditions are fulfilled if all the orbitals are eigenfunctions of
the same Hermitean operator. In other words, all the orbitals
wI B
L for BÞA must be eigenfunctions of Fˆ A
L
, all the orbitals
wI A
L for AÞB must be eigenfunctions of Fˆ B
L
, and so on. This
means that the subsystem localization operators Lˆ A , Lˆ B , . . .
of Eqs. ~17!, ~18!, ... must be such that the effective sub-
system Hartree–Fock or Kohn–Sham Hamiltonians Fˆ A
L
,
Fˆ B
L
, . . . , have the same eigenfunctions as Fˆ L in Eq. ~7! but
different eigenvalues. ~Note that the virtual orbitals wI vir are
also eigenfunctions of Eqs. ~17!, ~18!, ... since rˆwI vir50I ;
their calculation has not been stated as a goal here and they
will not be referred to in the rest of the section.!
As commented above, the localization operator Lˆ in Eq.
~7! corresponding to a localization method L is usually not
known. However, every localization method L has a well
defined procedure for the computation of the unitary trans-
formation matrix canUI L @Eq. ~4!# in a given molecule.23–25
This procedure can also be applied to any orthogonal basis of
the occupied space wI (0) other than the canonical orbital basis
wI
can; the result is then the unitary matrix 0UI L that trans-
forms the initial noncanonical set of occupied orbitals onto
the L-method localized orbitals,
wI
L5wI
(0)
0UI L. ~19!
At this point, we can express the operator Lˆ of Eq. ~7! as its
spectral representation in any basis of the occupied space,
e.g., wI (0),
Lˆ 5wI LlI wI L†5wI (0) 0UI LlI 0UI L†wI (0)†. ~20!
Now, consistently with the discussion following Eqs.
~17!, ~18!, ..., we can define the following Hermitean sub-
system or tessera localization operators:
Lˆ A5wI LlI A(n)wI L†5wI (0) 0UI LlI A(n) 0UI L†wI (0)†, ~21!
Lˆ B5wI LlI B(n)wI L†5wI (0) 0UI LlI B(n) 0UI L†wI (0)†, ~22!
fl
where lI A(n) , lI B(n) , . . . are diagonal matrices of size n3n
with arbitrary diagonal real data. A choice consisting on low
values for the nA diagonal elements of lI A(n) corresponding
to the localized orbitals of tessera A , wI A
L and sufficiently
higher values for the n – nA remaining diagonal elements,
guarantees that the localized orbitals of tessera A are com-
puted as the lowest nA eigenvectors of the effective Hartree–
Fock or Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian Fˆ A
L @Eq. ~17!#, which is a
convenient choice for safe and efficient orbital selection in
the iterations of self-consistent procedures. Obviously, the
same comments stand for all tesserae. We may remark that a
L. Seijo and Z. Barandiara´nchoice consisting on negative values for the nA , nB , . . . cited
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diagonal elements and zero values for the n – nA , n – nB , . . .
remaining elements, although not necessary, is efficient and
simplifies the expression of the subsystem localization opera-
tors,
Lˆ A5wI A
LlI AwI A
L†5wI
(0)
0UI L(A)lI A 0UI L(A)†wI (0)†, ~23!
Lˆ B5wI B
LlI BwI B
L†5wI
(0)
0UI L(B)lI B 0UI L(B)†wI (0)†, ~24!
fl
where lI A , of size nA3nA , is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix
of Eq. ~17!, and 0UI L(A) is a rectangular matrix made of nA
columns of 0UI L, and similarly for all tesserae.
Using Eqs. ~21!, ~22!, ... in Eqs. ~17!, ~18!, ..., plus the
fact that rˆ is the projection operator of the occupied space
@Eq. ~6!#, results in the working equations of the Mosaico
method for a localization method of choice L:
Tessera A:
Fˆ A
LwI A
L5@Fˆ 2 rˆFˆ rˆ1wI (0) 0UI LlI A(n) 0UI L†wI (0)†#wI A
L5wI A
LlI A ,
~25!
Tessera B:
Fˆ B
LwI B
L5@Fˆ 2 rˆFˆ rˆ1wI (0) 0UI LlI B(n)0UI L†wI (0)†#wI B
L5wI B
LlI B ,
~26!
fl
Equation ~25! is the Mosaico equation for the embedded
tessera A , Eq. ~26! for the embedded tessera B , and so on.
They are pseudo-eigenvalue equations ~even in the case of
semiempirical methods with density-independent Fˆ Hamilto-
nians!. They can be solved with standard SCF iterative pro-
cedures. Starting with an initial guess, wI (0), the procedure of
the localization method of choice L is applied in order to
compute 0UI L, which together with rˆ and Fˆ , give the embed-
ded tessera Hamiltonians Fˆ A
L
, Fˆ B
L
, . . . for the current itera-
tion. ~Note that the elements of the diagonal matrices lI A(n) ,
lI B(n) , . . . , are input real numbers.! Solving the eigenvalue
equations leads to new orbitals which are used to update wI (0)
and iterate. At convergence, wI (0)5wI L and 0uI L is the unit
matrix. Also, the eigenvalues of the tesserae are identical to
the input values of lI A(n) , lI B(n) , . . . . For instance, the nA
nonzero values of lI A coincide with the nonzero values of
lI A(n) associated with the localized orbitals of tessera A.
Several options are open for iterative procedures leading
to the solutions of the Mosaico Eqs. 25, 26, ... They all have
to face two basic types of iterations:
~1! The microiterations, or tessera iterations, which are
standard SCF iterations addressed to solve one of the embed-
ded tessera equations, e.g., Eq. 25, for fixed orbitals of the
other tesserae. All the methods available for speeding the
solution of the canonical Hartree–Fock or Kohn–Sham
equations can be used here.
~2! The macroiterations, or mosaic iterations, which in-
volve repeated solutions of all the embedded tessera equa-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 14, 8 October 2004tions. The macroiterations can be performed sequentially on
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the orbitals computed for tessera A are used in the calcula-
tion of tessera B , and so on. Most interestingly, they can be
performed in parallel, meaning that the calculations of all
tesserae A , B , ... are done using the whole mosaic of orbitals
from the previous macroiteration.
This alternative is very important, because it allows to
take full advantage of parallelism at a high level of the cal-
culation. In other words, the full Mosaico calculation is made
of a sequence of macroiterations, each of them consisting of
a parallel set of Hartree–Fock, Kohn–Sham, or semiempir-
ical calculations on the embedded tesserae A , B , .... Each of
these tessera calculations, which can be time consuming, can
be performed in a separate processor or computer.
Alternatively, the macroiterations can be done a` la carte,
that is, restricted to only one or several selected tesserae.
This is to say that only some of the localized orbitals are
optimized whereas the rest of them are frozen. This is the
embedded cluster approximation. Its reliability rests upon the
transferability of the localized orbitals. Embedded cluster
calculations are significantly cheaper than the full calculation
of a complete system. They can be performed on a molecule
or solid if a calculation on a similar molecule or solid has
been carried out before in order to provide the orbitals of the
embedding frozen tesserae. They are specially useful to
study defects in solids, chemisorption, series of molecules
with different substituents, or reactions taking place in local
regions of large molecules.
The Mosaico equations @Eqs. ~25!, ~26!, ...#, which give
the localized orbitals of a given localization method L and, in
consequence, the same total energy and electron density than
the canonical calculation, are the basis for approximations
that make them useful in practice. These approximations,
which resort to truncations supported by the localized nature
of the orbitals, are systematic and converge to the exact re-
sult. They are basically twofold:
~1! An orbital-specific basis set approximation can be
adopted, where the localized orbitals of a tessera are ex-
panded in a different basis set than the localized orbitals of
another tessera. This can be done because the nA occupied
localized orbitals of tessera A are the only orbitals to be
computed by solving Eq. ~25!, whereas the n – nA orbitals of
the other tesserae are discarded; consequently, a local basis
set can be used as long as it is sufficient for a good repre-
sentation of the localized orbitals wI A
L
. Obviously, this is true
for any tessera.
~2! A localization algorithm based on local rotations can
be used in each iteration instead of the standard algorithm of
the localization method of choice L . In the local rotations
algorithm, the localized orbitals of tessera A are computed in
each iteration using a subset of the wI (0) orbitals which is
localized in tesserae not too distant from A . This can be done
because the target localized orbitals are computed out of in-
6701Parallel linear scalingput localized orbitals rather than out of canonical orbitals.
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B. Use of orbital-specific basis sets OSBS
In a standard molecular calculation, all the orbitals of a
molecule are expanded in a common basis set, which is the
basis set of the molecule and consists of nBSF basis set func-
tions,
xI 5~ ux1&,ux2&, . . . ,uxnBSF&), ~27!
which could be contracted Gaussian functions or other sort
of local functions. In the OSBS the localized orbitals of
tessera A are expanded in a local basis set made of bA func-
tions, the localized orbitals of tessera B in a local basis set
made of bB functions, and so on. Although not necessary, it
is very convenient that the local basis sets are subsets of the
global basis set, and that several tesserae share a number of
basis set functions. The local basis sets can be represented by
the following row vectors:
Tessera A: xI A5~ uxA1&,uxA2&, . . . ,uxAbA&), ~28!
Tessera B: xI B5~ uxB1&,uxB2&, . . . ,uxBbB&). ~29!
Accordingly, Eqs. ~25!, ~26!, ..., take the usual matrix form,18
Tessera A: FI A
LCI A
L5SI ACI A
LlI A ~30!
Tessera B: FI B
LCI B
L5SI BCI B
LlI B . ~31!
fl
In Eq. ~30!, for instance, FI A
L and SI A are the bA3bA matrix
representations of the Fˆ A
L and the unit operators in the xI A
basis set,
FI A
L5xI A
† Fˆ A
LxI A , SI A
L5xI A
† xI A , ~32!
and CI A
L is the bA3nA matrix of localized orbital coefficients,
wI A
L5xI ACI A
L
. ~33!
The solution of Eq. ~30! can be attained using standard
O(bA3 ) diagonalization procedures. Except for low gap ma-
terials, where the degree of localization attainable is limited
and the localized orbitals may decay slowly with distance,38
the local basis set size bA is expected to remain within rea-
sonable limits for a diagonalization or, more generally, for an
embedded cluster calculation. Obviously, the growth of bA
will impose more practical limitations in 3D systems, like
bulk solids and very big clusters than in 2D and 1D systems,
like many molecules. In general, all the methods useful to
speed up a standard molecular calculation, like convergence
acceleration methods, can be used with Eq. ~30!. But, in this
case, additional advantage can be taken from the fact that
only a small number of eigenvalues/eigenfunctions are com-
puted for each tessera, and efficient diagonalization algo-
rithms used in configuration interaction ~CI! calculations,
like the multiroot Davidson-Liu method,39,40 can be applied
to significantly reduce the prefactor of the O(bA3 ) depen-
dence.
Let us comment on the calculation of the effective
Hamiltonian matrix of a tessera, FI A
L
, where the localized
nature of the orbitals is also profitable. For simplicity, we
6702 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 14, 8 October 2004will call fI the row vector of the n current localized orbitals
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L
, Eq. ~19!# at a given iteration, which can be written as
the union of the row vectors fI A , fI B , . . . , that contain the
nA , nB , ... current localized orbitals of tessera A , B , ...,
respectively,
fI 5~fI A ,fI B , . . . !. ~34!
The bA3bA effective Hamiltonian matrix of tessera A is
FI A
L5xI A
† Fˆ A
LxI A5xI A
† Fˆ xI A2xI A
† rˆFˆ rˆxI A1xI A
† fI lI A(n)fI
†xI A .
~35!
The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. ~35! is a diagonal
block of the Hamiltonian matrix of the full system. The sec-
ond term can be expanded in intertessera terms by inserting
Eq. ~15!,
xI A
† rˆFˆ rˆxI A5 (
B51
N
(
C51
N
~xI A
† fI B!~fI B
† Fˆ fI C!~fI C
† xI A!. ~36!
In the evaluation of Eq. ~36!, we can take advantage of the
locality of basis sets and molecular orbitals by evaluating a
DAB
S interaction table and a DAB
F interaction table. DAB
S is set
to 0 if all the elements of the bA3nB matrix xI A
† fI B and all
the elements of the bB3nA matrix xI B
† fI A have an absolute
value lower than a given threshold, and is set to 1 otherwise.
Similarly, DAB
F is set to 0 if all the elements of the nA3nB
matrix fI A
† Fˆ fI B have an absolute value lower than a given
threshold, and is set to 1 otherwise. Rearranging Eq. ~36! and
using these interaction tables, we can write,
xI A
† rˆFˆ rˆxI A5 (
B51
N
DAB
S ~xI A
† fI B!~fI B
† Fˆ fI B!~fI B
† xI A!
1 (
B52
N
DAB
S (
C51
B21
DAC
S DBC
F @~xI A
† fI B!~fI B
† Fˆ fI C!
3~fI C
† xI A!1adjoint# . ~37!
The use of the tesserae interaction tables DAB
S and DAB
F guar-
antees that the calculation of the present term does not scale
as N2 because the number of tesserae in the neighborhood of
~or interacting with! tessera A does not increase indefinitely
with the size of the molecule. Also, note that the interaction
tables do not need to be updated every macroiteration, be-
cause the localized orbitals do not experience big changes in
size after a few iterations. It should be noticed that we as-
sume that a linear-scaling method is used for the computa-
tion of the Hamiltonian matrix of the full system,4,7,41 of
which diagonal and nondiagonal blocks are needed in Eqs.
~35! and ~37!.
The last term in Eq. ~35! can be written as
xI A
† fI lI A(n)fI
†xI A5 (
B51
N
DAB
S ~xI A
† fI B!lI A(n)B~fI B
† xI A!, ~38!
where the DAB
S interaction table is used and lI A(n)B is the
nB3nB diagonal matrix resulting from the elements of lI A(n)
corresponding to the localized orbitals of tessera B . For the
particular choice of the arbitrary diagonal matrix lI lead-
L. Seijo and Z. Barandiara´nA(n)
ing to Eq. ~23!, Eq. ~38! is further simplified,
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the two basic parallel loops of a
macroiteration. In the first loop, the embedded tessera
effective Hamiltonian matrices are computed and di-
agonalized ~Eqs. 30, 31, ...!. In the second loop, the
0UI CA
L matrices of the localization method of choice L
are computed out of the orbitals resulting from the first
loop and the localization transformations ~Eqs. 41, 42,
...! are performed. The highlighted boxes would be the
only ones to be entered in an embedded cluster calcu-
lation where tesserae Nos. 3 and 4 defined the active
cluster and all other tesserae remain frozen.
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† fI lI A(n)fI
†xI A5xI A
† fI AlI AfI A
† xI A
5xI A
† S (
i51
nA
ufA&lAi^fAu D xI A , ~39!
where all lAi must be negative.
The computation of the FI A
L matrices @Eqs. ~35!, ~37!, and
~38!# and their diagonalization @Eq. ~30!# can be performed
in parallel. This is graphically indicated in the upper part of
Fig. 1. The global scaling of this diagonalization step is
(B51
N O(bB3 ); in the case of all tesserae having the same local
basis set size b¯ and same number of interactions with other
tesserae, the scaling is O(b¯ 3N).
C. Localization by local rotations
Usually, a given set of localized orbitals of a molecule
wI
L is computed out of the canonical orbitals @Eq. ~4!#. Well
defined algorithms are routinely used to calculate the n3n
unitary transformation matrix canUI L, which are normally of
order n3 or higher.24,25 In the present method, however, they
are computed in each macroiteration out of other set of lo-
calized orbitals @Eq. ~19!#. We can expect the contributions
of the initial localized orbitals wI (0) to the target localized
orbitals wI L to decay with distance. Accordingly, a DAB
LR local
rotation table can be computed, where DAB
LR51 if the initial
localized orbitals of tessera B are used to compute the target
localized orbitals of tessera A ~and vice versa! and DAB
LR50
otherwise. Several options to compute the DAB
LR local rotation
table are possible. Reasonable choices are to use the same
criterium as for the DAB
F interaction table except for the use
of a different threshold or, simply, make the DAB
LR local rota-
tion table identical to the DAB
F interaction table.
Arranging the initial localized orbitals in tesserae,
wI
(0)5~wI A
(0)
,wI B
(0)
, . . . !, ~40!
the approximation of local rotations for the localization step
can be written as
Downloaded 11 Oct 2004 to 150.244.37.189. Redistribution subject tTessera A: wI A
L5 (
C51
N
DAC
LR wI C
(0)
0UI CA
L
, ~41!
Tessera B: wI B
L5 (
C51
N
DBC
LR wI C
(0)
0UI CB
L
, ~42!
fl
In Eq. ~41!, 0UI CA
L is the nC3nA block of UI L with the con-
tributions of the initial localized orbitals of tessera C to the
target localized orbitals of tessera A . The column block
made of all 0UI CA
L with DAC
LR 51 is represented by the fill
rectangular box shown in Fig. 2. This column block can be
calculated approximately as the column block of the subma-
trix of 0UI L indicated in Fig. 2 by the open square box. We
can call this submatrix 0UI LRA
L
, so that if wI LRA
(0) is a row
vector with the initial localized orbitals of all tesserae C
having DAC
LR 51 ~of length nLRA5(C51
N DAC
LR nC), then
wI LRA
L 5wI LRA
(0)
0UI LRA
L
. ~43!
0UI LRA
L can be computed by simple application of the local-
ization method of choice to the set of nLRA initial localized
orbitals wI LRA
(0)
. Note that only the nA orbitals of wI LRA
L corre-
sponding to tessera A (wI AL) are taken from Eq. ~43!. Lower-
ing the threshold of the local rotation table improves the
precision of this approximation systematically.
The computation of the 0UI LRA
L matrices @Eqs. ~43!# can
be performed in parallel. This is graphically indicated in the
lower part of Fig. 1. The global scaling of this localization
step is (B51
N O(nLRB, ), where , is the order of the localiza-
tion method of choice L ~e.g., three in Pipek-Mezey and five
in Edmiston-Ruedenberg methods!; if the same number of
orbitals are used in the local rotations of all tesserae n¯LR , the
scaling is O( n¯LR, N).
Since the localization by local rotations among initial
localized orbitals goes together with the use of orbital-
specific basis sets, the resulting localized orbitals of tessera
A must be represented with the basis set xI A alone. This can
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be achieved by truncation of wI A
L after the transformation @Eq.
~41!# or, alternatively, by its projection on the xI A space,
xI A(xI A† xI A)21xI A† wI AL . We have not observed any practical ad-
vantage in projecting instead of truncating, neither in the
precision attainable in the total energy nor in the conver-
gence, in all the tests performed.
D. Symmetry
The orbitals resulting from the present method do not
belong to irreducible representations of the molecular point
symmetry group because they are not eigenfunctions of the
totally symmetric one-electron Hamiltonian Fˆ . However, ex-
cept for symmetry breaking localization methods, they are
related by the symmetry operations of the molecule and this
fact can be used to reduce computing time.42 In effect, all
tesserae orbitals can be obtained by applying molecular sym-
metry operations Rˆ to a list of symmetry independent
tesserae, so that if A is a symmetry independent tessera and
tessera B is obtained from A by symmetry operation Rˆ , then
wI B
L5Rˆ wI A
L
. In other words, the diagonalizations and localiza-
tions described in Secs. II B and II C can be performed only
on the list of symmetry independent tesserae. The computa-
tion of FI A
L @Eq. ~35!# can also profit from this property.
Also, the site symmetry of the tesserae can be used in
exactly the same way that molecular symmetry is used in
standard molecular calculations, because the matrix of the
effective Hamiltonian of any embedded tessera is blocked
according to the irreducible representations of the local point
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the localization by local rotations ~step
2 in Fig. 1!. The unitary matrix 0UI L is represented together with the blocks
that are actually computed in the localization parallel loop for tesserae Nos.
1 to 10. The block computed for tessera No. 8 (0UI LR#8L in Eq. 43! is high-
lighted. The column block representing the actual localized orbitals of this
tessera is represented with a rectangular fill box.
6704 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 14, 8 October 2004symmetry group of that particular tessera.
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tage of quasisymmetry for speeding up purposes. So, if two
tesserae A and B are quasisymmetry related by an operation
Rˆ q (wI BL’Rˆ qwI AL), they can be treated as symmetry related for
a number of macroiterations in which the list of tesserae
where the diagonalization and localization steps are per-
formed can be shortened, finally releasing all quasisymmetry
restrictions up to a full convergence of the Mosaico calcula-
tion.
E. Summary of the Mosaico algorithm
In summary, the algorithm for a Mosaico calculation of a
molecule is the following:
1. Take the current guess of localized orbitals of the
molecule and do, in parallel, for each symmetry independent
tessera; ~a! compute the embedded tessera effective Hamil-
tonian matrix @Eqs. ~35!, ~37!, and ~38!#; ~b! diagonalize it
@Eq. ~30!# and compute new tessera orbitals @Eq. ~33!#.
2. Take all the orbitals produced in step 1 and do, in
parallel, for each symmetry independent tessera; ~a! compute
the 0UI LRA
L unitary matrix @Eq. ~43!# corresponding to the
localization method of choice L by applying the correspond-
ing localization algorithm, and take the columns that corre-
spond to the current tessera; ~b! compute the target tessera
localized orbitals @Eq. ~41!#.
3. Check for convergence and iterate on step 1 if neces-
sary. Compute properties upon convergence.
The parallel steps 1 and 2 are schematically represented
in Fig. 1.
III. RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of monitoring
calculations on poly~ethylene oxide! molecules,
H(CH2OCH2)mH ~Sec. III A!, and three-dimensional CO
clusters, (CO)m ~Sec. III B! aimed at showing the conver-
gence of the parallel calculations to the right solutions, the
convergence of the total energies with the size of the orbital-
specific basis sets towards the exact values, and the linear
scaling of the method. We also include embedded cluster
calculations on defective systems resulting from a chemical
substitution of an O atom by a S atom in poly~ethylene ox-
ide! ~Sec. III C! aimed at showing the performance of em-
bedded cluster calculations versus full system calculations.
All the calculations are single point energy calculations
with an Extended Hu¨ckel ~EH! Hamiltonian.36 This is a con-
venient choice to monitor the Mosaico procedure because, on
the one hand, the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices of the
EH method are isomorphous with their ab initio counter-
parts, and on the other, the Hamiltonian is not self-consistent
and its computation is straightforward. In this way, the analy-
sis of timing and scaling is focused on the orbital optimiza-
tion or diagonalization part and free from contaminations
due to the computation of the Hamiltonian matrix. The cal-
culations have been performed with a 2GB RAM personal
computer with the program Mosaico;43 the EH Hamiltonian
and overlap matrices have been calculated with the program
L. Seijo and Z. Barandiara´nEHT.44 Although the loops performed mimic parallel loops
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~Fig. 1!, the total elapsed times shown hereafter correspond
to sequential loops performed in a single processor. In the
present version of the program we have paid special attention
to the scaling features, whereas the prefactors are highly im-
provable. This fact, together with the average performance of
the personal computer used, makes the absolute values of the
elapsed times shown in this section of little value; instead, it
is the scaling of the method what is relevant.
A. Polyethylene oxide
Poly~ethylene oxide! ~PEO! ~Ref. 45! is a polymer
widely used in the field of polymer electrolytes of molecular
formula H(CH2OCH2)mH. The molecular calculations we
present for different numbers of monomers m use the local-
ization method of projected localized molecular orbitals
~PLMO! ~Ref. 46! ~see Appendix! using a very simple set of
reference orbitals: sA1sB for all A-B pairs of bonded atoms,
plus py(O)1pz(O) and py(O)2pz(O) for all oxygen at-
oms, where y and z are local cartesian axis on the oxygen
assuming the C-O-C atoms define a xy plane with the y axis
bisecting the C-O-C angle.
In all these calculations we used the following definition
for the tesserae or subsystems: One tessera made of ten or-
bitals localized in the sigma bonds and lone pairs of
CH3OCH2- @which, in the localization method used for these
particular calculations, are the ten orbitals with one-to-one
maximum overlap with the reference orbitals s(H1)
1s(C1), s(C1)1s(H2), s(C1)1s(H3), s(C1)1s(O1),
py(O1)1pz(O1), py(O1)2pz(O1), s(O1)1s(C2), s(C2)
1s(H4), s(C2)1s(H5), s(C2)1s(C3)], plus m22
tesserae made of nine orbitals localized in the sigma bonds
and lone pairs of the next CH2OCH2- groups, and a final
tessera of nine orbitals localized in the sigma bonds and lone
pairs of the terminal CH2OCH3 .
We performed the Mosaico calculations using three dif-
ferent orbital-specific basis sets: In the calculations labeled
1 N , the orbitals of each tessera have been represented with
a subset of the global basis set consisting of all the basis set
functions of the atoms involved in the bonds and lone pairs
of the tessera plus those of the atoms involved in bonds and
lone pairs of the first neighbor tesserae or monomers. In the
2 N and 3 N calculations, the orbital-specific basis sets were
extended to second and third neighbor monomers. All the
calculations converge to the same results regardless of the
initial guess and the iteration procedure ~parallel or any kind
of sequential choice!.
Figure 3 shows the total energy of H(CH2OCH2)30H as
a function of the orbital-specific basis sets used, which con-
verges to the exact energy in the limit of a standard calcula-
tion where all orbitals are spanned in a common basis set. As
the size of the OSBS increases, the lack of full orthogonality
between orbitals of different tesserae originated by the basis
set truncation becomes negligible and, accordingly, the dif-
ference between the total energy properly computed and the
total energy computed under the assumption that the orbitals
are fully orthogonal vanishes. The energy loss per monomer
due to the use of orbital-specific basis sets instead of a com-
mon basis set for all orbitals, is presented in Table I for
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 14, 8 October 2004several orbital-specific basis sets as a function of the molecu-
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Figure 4 shows the convergence with macroiterations of the
total energy of the H(CH2OCH2)30H polymer at the 2 N
level of orbital-specific basis set.
Figure 5 shows the wall clock elapsed time per macroi-
teration in the calculation of the H(CH2OCH2)mH molecules
as a function of the number of monomers m ~which in this
case coincides with the number of tesserae, N), of atoms,
and of basis set functions. The times per macroiteration and
tessera spent in the diagonalization step and in the localiza-
tion step are shown in Fig. 6. The horizontal lines reflect the
O(N) scalings of both steps. The O(^b3&) scaling of the
diagonalization step is clearly reflected in the separation be-
tween the 1 N , 2 N , and 3 N horizontal lines. The drop of the
lines at low number of monomers is due to surface effects:
The ratio between edge tesserae and bulk tesserae is signifi-
cant in small polymers and, since edge tesserae are less de-
FIG. 3. Total energy of H(CH2OCH2)30H as a function of the orbital-
specific basis set size. 1 N , 2 N , and 3 N labels indicate that each tessera is
calculated with the basis set functions of all atoms up to first, second, and
third neighbor monomers, respectively. Energy losses with respect to the
exact canonical energy are indicated on the lines, in hartree units. Full line:
correct calculation of the total energy. Dashed line: total energy calculated
under the assumption of perfect orthogonality between the localized orbitals.
TABLE I. Energy loss per monomer with respect to canonical calculations,
in hartree/monomer, of poly~ethylene oxide! H(CH2OCH2)mH molecules
and (CO)m clusters, as calculated with several orbital-specific basis sets.
OSBS
(E2Ecanonical)/m
m510 m520 m550
H(CH2OCH2)mH
1 N 1.1431024 1.2831024 1.3731024
2 N 1.7431027 2.0931027 2.3031027
3 N ,1310211 ,1310211 2.0310210
(CO)m m513 m563
1 N 3.5631027 7.7431027
2 N 2.3431027 5.1331027
28 28
6705Parallel linear scaling3 N 3.3310 3.7310
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manding in terms of orbital-specific basis set and in terms of
number of intertessera interactions, they reduce the comput-
ing time with respect to what it would be if all of them were
bulk tesserae. As we will see below, this fortunate surface
effect, which lowers time with respect to a set of N bulk
tesserae is much more pronounced in 3D systems. The local-
ization times shown in the bottom part of Fig. 6 are very
similar in the 1 N , 2 N , and 3 N calculations. This is so
because they depend basically on the number of orbitals used
in the local rotations, which is the same in the three calcula-
tions. For the particular localization method we used for
these calculation, PLMO, the elapsed times scale as
(B51
N O(nLRB3 )’O(^nLRB3 &)O(N). The small dependence
with the size of the orbital-specific basis sets is related with
the lengths of the matrix transformations in Eq. ~47!.
FIG. 4. Convergence with macroiterations of the total energy of
H(CH2OCH2)30H with 2 N orbital-specific basis set. Convergence to
several subunits of hartree are indicated. A similar number of macroitera-
tions for convergence has been found in all poly~ethylene oxide! polymers
studied.
FIG. 5. Total wall clock elapsed times per macroiteration in the calculation
6706 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 14, 8 October 2004of poly~ethylene oxide! molecule H(CH2OCH2)mH (m510, 20, 50,
100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000).
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We performed Mosaico calculations on three dimen-
sional (CO)m clusters of several sizes, extracted from the
crystalline structure of the a phase of solid carbon monoxide
(P213 spatial group, CO bond length r(C-O)51.128 Å,
cell constant a055.64 Å),47 which is an interesting material
known to experience irreversible photopolymerization under
pressure.48,49 In this crystal, a bulk CO molecule has a first-
neighbor coordination number 12 ~CO molecules at a dis-
tance between centers of gravity of 3.99 Å!, and second- and
third-neighbor coordination numbers 18 and 42 ~CO mol-
ecules at 5.64 and 6.91 Å, respectively!.
In these calculations we also used the PLMO localiza-
tion method, with the reference orbitals defined as the 5 m
valence occupied canonical orbitals of the m isolated CO
molecules. We defined each tessera to be made of five orbit-
als localized in the spatial region of a CO molecule, which,
for the chosen localization method, means the five localized
orbitals with maximum overlap with the canonical orbitals of
the CO molecule. The orbital-specific basis sets used have
been labeled 1 N , 2 N , and 3 N when the basis set of a
tessera consists of the basis set functions of its C and O
atoms plus the basis set functions of the atoms of the first,
second, and third-neighbor CO molecules, respectively ~see
above!.
The energy losses per CO molecule ~Table I! are small
and diminish as the size of the OSBS increases. Times per
macroiteration and tessera spent in the diagonalization step
and in the localization step are shown in Fig. 7. The diago-
nalization times spent in an inner or bulk tessera, which is
the most demanding, are included as a reference. This time is
constant for all clusters where the inner tessera is a truly bulk
tessera, that is, where its OSBS and its interaction tables die
off before the limits of the cluster; this situation is reached in
a smaller cluster for the 1 N OSBS and in a bigger cluster for
the 3 N OSBS. Naturally, the times spent per tessera in the
full system calculations are lower than the times spent in the
FIG. 6. Elapsed times per macroiteration and tessera in the calculation of
poly~ethylene oxide! molecule H(CH2OCH2)mH. Up: diagonalization step.
Down: localization step.
L. Seijo and Z. Barandiara´nbulk tesserae, the differences showing the importance of sur-
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face effects: smaller clusters and bigger orbital-specific basis
sets have a larger ratio of surface/bulk tesserae and, accord-
ingly, a larger time reduction with respect to the bulk
tesserae. In a large m regime, the bulk tesserae are dominant
and set the asymptotic limit of the full system times, which
scale linearly with the cluster size. The O(^b3&) dependence
is shown by the asymptotic values of the 1 N , 2 N , and 3 N
lines, as well as by the values of ^b3&5((A51m bA3 )/m printed
along the 3 N line in Fig. 7. The localization times ~bottom
of Fig. 7! are very much independent of the size of the OSBS
because they are directly dependent on the number of occu-
pied orbitals included in the local rotations, which is the
same in 1 N , 2 N , and 3 N calculations; the small depen-
dence shown in the figure is due to the fact that the transfor-
mations down to the basis set level depend on the OSBS
size.
C. Embedded cluster calculations
The Mosaico method can be used for embedded cluster
calculations, where the computational effort is focused on an
active site of a molecule, comprising only a number of rel-
evant tesserae, while the rest of it is taken from a previous
calculation on a similar molecule and frozen. In this section
we show the results of embedded cluster calculations on
H(CH2OCH2)p-CH2SCH2-(CH2OCH2)pH.
H(CH2OCH2)p-CH2SCH2-(CH2OCH2)pH can be re-
garded as the result of creating a chemical defect in
H(CH2OCH2)mH, with p5(m21)/2, by substitution of the
central oxygen by a sulfur atom. We may expect the local-
ized orbitals distant from the S atom in the ‘‘defective’’ mol-
FIG. 7. Elapsed times per macroiteration and tessera spent in the calculation
of (CO)m clusters. Down: localization step of the 1 N , 2 N , and 3 N OSBS
calculations. Middle: diagonalization step of the 1 N and 2 N OSBS calcu-
lations. Up: diagonalization step of the 3 N OSBS calculations; The values
of ^b3&5((A51m bA3 )/m , where bA is the number of basis set functions in the
OSBS of tessera A, are indicated in units of 106.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 14, 8 October 2004ecule to be very similar to the orbitals of the ‘‘perfect’’ mol-
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we may take them from a previous calculation on
H(CH2OCH2)mH and use them in a Mosaico calculation of
H(CH2OCH2)p-CH2SCH2-(CH2OCH2)pH where they are
kept frozen; this defines an embedded cluster Mosaico cal-
culation. Canonical and Mosaico calculations on the m521
polymer ~using the same nuclear configurations before and
after the creation of the S defect! reveal that the precision
reached with a 3 N orbital-specific basis set on the perfect
polymer requires a better OSBS after creating this chemical
defect: A 5 N basis set for the central defective tessera and
its five neighbor tesserae together with a 3 N basis set for the
remaining tesserae, gives an energy error of 4.531029
hartree/monomer. Taking this into account, we performed
embedded cluster calculations using a 5 N OSBS for
the variational tesserae and taking the orbitals that remain
frozen for the rest of tesserae in the polymer from the
3 N OSBS calculation on the perfect polymer molecule
H(CH2OCH2)mH. The total energy errors of these embedded
cluster calculations ~with respect to the full molecular
Mosaico calculations! on the polymers of 21 and 201 mono-
mers are shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the active cluster
size ~number of active tesserae!. It is shown that the errors
are too large to be acceptable if only the central defective
tessera is active, whereas they drop to an acceptable value of
4031026 hartree when the orbitals of the first-neighbor
tesserae are optimized as well, and to less than 131026
hartree when second-neighbor tesserae are part of the varia-
tional embedded cluster. These errors are the same in the two
FIG. 8. Embedded cluster calculations on H(CH2OCH2)p-CH2SCH2-
(CH2OCH2)pH (p510,50) with a 5 N OSBS for the variational tessera and
3 N OSBS for the remaining tesserae. The abscissa labels correspond to the
number of variational tesserae included in the active clusters; the defective
tessera is always the central one. Above: total energy errors, in mhartree,
with respect to full molecule Mosaico calculations using 5 N OSBS in the
11 central tesserae and 3 N OSBS in the rest; the result of the smallest
cluster is indicated. Below: elapsed time per macroiteration, as a fraction of
the time per macroiteration of the full molecule Mosaico calculation.
6707Parallel linear scalingm521 and m5201 polymers, as corresponds to the local
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nature of the chemical defect. The times spent in the embed-
ded cluster calculations, as a fraction of the times spent in the
respective full system calculations, are shown at the bottom
of Fig. 8. Overall, this figure illustrates the potentiality of
embedded cluster calculations where the transferability of
the localized orbitals of a localization method of choice is
exploited.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new linear-scaling method for the energy
minimization step of semiempirical and first-principles
Hartree–Fock and Kohn–Sham calculations, which we ab-
breviated under the name Mosaico. In this method, a set of
embedded tessera pseudoeigenvalue coupled equations is
solved in a building-block self-consistent fashion, which re-
sults in optimum occupied localized orbitals of any localiza-
tion method of choice, represented with orbital-specific basis
sets. The Mosaico method is parallel at a high level of the
calculation. It can be used in full system calculations as well
as in embedded cluster calculations, where only an active
fraction of the localized molecular orbitals of the whole sys-
tem are variational while the rest are taken from a similar
molecule and kept frozen.
We presented the results of monitoring, single point en-
ergy calculations with the extended Hu¨ckel Hamiltonian on
poly~ethylene oxide! molecules and three-dimensional car-
bon monoxide clusters with very large number of basis set
functions. Total energy losses due to the use of orbital-
specific basis sets are small for reasonably small sizes of
these and total energies converge to the canonical values
when the orbital-specific basis sets are increased towards the
limit of a common basis set for all the localized orbitals.
Convergence of total energy with self-consistent macroitera-
tions is good and elapsed times per macroiterations have
been shown to scale linearly with the molecular size. Besides
the full system calculations, the good performance of the
much less demanding embedded cluster approach has been
shown in total energy calculations on defective systems re-
sulting from chemical substitution of an oxygen atom by a
sulfur atom in poly~ethylene oxide! molecules. The transfer-
ability of the localized orbitals of a given localization
method between similar molecules has been shown to lead to
the same total energy precision than full molecular calcula-
tions at a fraction of the computational cost.
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APPENDIX: PROJECTED LOCALIZED
MOLECULAR ORBITALS
A simple localization method has been proposed by
Ruedenberg et al.,46 which has not reached the popularity of
6708 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 14, 8 October 2004other methods such as, Boys,23 Edmiston-Ruedenberg,24 and
Downloaded 11 Oct 2004 to 150.244.37.189. Redistribution subject tPipek-Mezey25 methods. Although it has been formulated in
a context of atoms-in-molecules, it is a general method.
Here, we reformulate it in the general case and in the case of
localization by local rotations ~Sec. II C!, using the present
notation.
Given a set of n input occupied ~canonical or localized!
orthogonal orbitals of a molecule, wI (0)5(uw1(0)&,
uw2
(0)&, . . . ,uwn
(0)&), and a set of n reference arbitrary orbitals,
jI 5(uj1&,uj2&, . . .ujn&), the n projected localized orthogonal
orbitals, wI PLMO5(uw1PLMO& ,uw2PLMO&, . . . ,uwnPLMO&), are
defined as those resulting from a unitary transformation of
wI
(0) which are most similar to jI . The PLMOs correspond to
maximizing the one-to-one overlaps with the reference orbit-
als jI , or the functional ( i51
n u^w i
PLMOuj i&u, under orthogonal-
ity constraints50 and can be computed as46,50
wI
PLMO5 rˆjI @jI
†rˆjI #
2 1/25wI
(0)
0UI PLMO ~A1!
with
0UI PLMO5~wI (0)†jI !@~wI (0)†jI !†~wI (0)†jI !#2 1/2. ~A2!
In the approximation of local rotations ~Sec. II C!, the pro-
jected localized orbitals of a tessera A are computed out of
nLRA (nLRA.nA) input localized orbitals wI LRA(0) and nLRA ref-
erence orbitals jI LRA , both of them including the localized/
reference orbitals belonging to the tesserae included in the
local rotations, with the expression,
wI A
PLMO5wI LRA
(0)
0UI LRA
PLMO ~A3!
being
0UI LRA
PLMO5$~wI LRA
(0)†jI LRA!
3@~wI LRA
(0)†jI LRA!
†~wI LRA
(0)†jI LRA!#
2 1/2%nA2col , ~A4!
where it has been indicated that only the nA columns that
correspond to tessera A are computed and used.
Among the advantages of the PLMO localization
method are its speed and its simplicity, because the usual
iterative optimization procedures involved in
localization23–25 are substituted by a one-step calculation of
the reciprocal square root of a symmetrical matrix, which is
an O(n3) process @or O(nLRA3 ) in local rotations#. Its main
disadvantage is the requirement of an external, arbitrary set
of reference orbitals, jI . Although this is a limitation in cal-
culations of reactivity, it is not a practical problem in mo-
lecular structure calculations where the nature of the bonds is
known in advance and finding good reference bond and lone
pair orbitals is not difficult. We may remark that the applica-
tion of the PLMO method with a reference consisting of a
given set of localized orbitals, e.g., Edmiston-Ruedenberg’s,
leads exactly to that set of orbitals. This property can be
exploited in many ways and, in particular, in order to remove
the arbitrariness inherent to the PLMO method. For instance,
it can be used to produce reference orbitals for the PLMO
method ~to be used in large molecules! out of Edmiston-
Ruedenberg’s or other nonarbitrary localized sets computed
in selected sets of relatively small molecules. Also, a Mosa-
L. Seijo and Z. Barandiara´nico calculation addressed to produce a given set of localized
o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
orbitals like Edmiston-Ruedenberg’s can be safely performed
using the chosen localization method in some macroitera-
tions and the faster PLMO method, with the current ER or-
bitals as a reference set, in the rest of them.
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